
Death Roller Racing - 2000 v1.1

Starting the Game
Each player throws a D6, the highest roll chooses their start position first (see the map of the
Arena at the end) then the next highest and so on, resolving ties with a further roll. The player
with start position 1 takes first turn, then when he/she is finished the player with start position 2
and so on; retaining this order of play until the race is complete. No blocks can be made during
each players first turn.  This is important, so we’ll say it again, no blocks can be made during each
player’s first turn.

Movement
Each Death Roller can move up to it’s MV in it’s turn. Forward
movement must be to a square in the models front arc - see diagram to
the right.  A 90° turn may be made at the cost of 1 movement point. 
After turning 90º, a Death Roller must move one square forward before
turning 90º again.  This is important for resolving ‘blocks’ as described
later. In addition a Death Roller may Go For It as follows: instead of
being restricted to 2 GFI's a Death Roller can ‘Open the Throttle.’  Each
turn the first GFI roll is successful on a 2+, the next 3+, then 4+ and so
on. When a player reaches 6+, each subsequent GFI in that turn is a 6+.  The Death Roller player
may choose not to GFI at all or to stop at any point or just keep going until it falls over (how
many consecutive 6's can you roll after all!).   A failed GFI results in the model being knocked
down and an armor roll being made as normal.

Backing up.  A Death Roller may move in a reverse direction (i.e. they may “back up”).  To do,
do not change facing, but move the Death Roller into one of the three squares immediately behind
the Roller.  Turns and blocks are performed as normal.  

No Cutting Corners  A Death Roller may not cross the inner wall
when moving.  They must move forward into the square past the wall,
turn 90º, and then continue moving.  A Death Roller may be big and
tough but the wall is bigger and tougher and gets in the way! 

Blocking
If a Death Roller wishes to move, or is pushed, in to a square containing another Death Roller,
the moving Death Roller ‘blocks’ the other Death Roller.  This is effectively the same thing as
blitzing in Blood Bowl.  Unlike Blood Bowl, though, this can occur even if the opposing Death
Roller is already Prone, Stunned or KO simulating the impact of these mighty machines smashing
in to each other.  Any blocks from or to a Death Roller’s Front Arc are given +1 ST.  

If the attacking Death Roller’s front arc is hitting the defending Death Roller’s rear arc, the
attacking death roller gains +1 ST.  If the attacking Death Roller is blocking front arc to front arc
(i.e. a head-on collision) or if it is blocking rear arc to rear arc (i.e. side swiping or backing into),
their ST remains the same.  Compare the ST values; where ST is equal roll one Block Die and
apply the result as per Blood Bowl. Where one Death Roller has a higher ST roll 2 Block Dice



and the player whose Death Roller has the higher ST chooses which die to
apply.  No assists may be given when blocking.

Like turning a corner, the wall provides a barrier that cannot be crossed. 
So, when throwing a block, the Death Roller may block the opposing
Death Roller in the green square but may not throw a block at the Death
Roller in the red square (see diagram to right)

A Death Roller may only block once per move; (effectively each turn the Death Roller carries out
a Blitz! as in Blood Bowl); however, the results can lead to multiple collisions.

Stand Firm
In Death Roller Racing, all Death Roller have a similarly large mass, so the Stand Firm skill is less
effective. When being blocked by another Death Roller a player may attempt to apply his Stand
Firm skill by making an AG roll adding +1 if the block does not come from the rear arc (the driver
heroically counter steering against the incoming Death Roller!). If successful both Death Roller
remain in their original squares, the moving Death Roller still counts the block as being a point of
MV if it is their turn. The same technique is used when resolving chain pushes. If the blocked
Death Roller does not ‘Stand Firm’ the blocking Death Roller chooses which of the eligible
squares the blocked Death Roller is pushed in to as per BB rules with the exception that the push
does not need to be to an empty square.

Juggernaut.  
Juggernaut is a skill which turns a both down into a push when blitzing.  Juggernaut may be used
when a Death Roller is performing a block during their movement phase, but it may not be used
when chain pushed or when under the effects of a random movement like when spinning out in an
oil slick.

The Walls
If a Death Roller is pushed against a wall because of a push result from a block, make an armor
roll for the Death Roller at +1 (the walls are solid rock and contain numerous spikes).  The
Mighty Blow skill many not be used on a push.  If the armor is broken, knock the Death Roller
down and roll for injury as normal.  If the armor is not broken, the Death Roller remains standing.

If the Death Roller is pushed against a wall because of a defender stumbles or defender down
result from a block, make an armor roll against the Death Roller at +1.  The blocking Death
Roller’s mighty blow may be added to either the armor or injury roll as normal.

Blocks and Fouls Against Prone/Stunned Death Rollers
A Death Roller which has been placed prone or stunned for any reason may be blocked or fouled
by opposing Death Rollers.  Because a prone Death Roller is much more vulnerable, all blocks
made against a prone/stunned Death Roller are considered to be at the Death Roller’s rear arc.
Fouls are as normal, but as with blocks, no assists can be made.  If a double is rolled on either the
armour or injury rule, however, the Death Roller is not ejected from the race (Death Roller
Racing fans love their carnage!) instead the driver has become so engrossed in his attempt to



crush the opposition he misses his next turn.  He may be blocked during this missed turn as
normal.

Knocked Out/ Dead and Injured/ Wrecks
A Knocked Out Death Roller is not removed but remains on the pitch/ track and can be blocked
or fouled following the rules for Prone/ Stunned Death Roller. At the start of the controlling
players turn roll a D6 and on a 4+ the Death Roller recovers to the Prone position. If unsuccessful
then next turn add +1 to the roll for each turn previously attempting to recover since being
knocked out.  After three turns, recovery is automatic (i.e. recovery rolls are 4+, 3+, 2+,
Automatic).

A Death Roller which has suffered an injury is not out of the game.  Instead, the racer runs off the
track and hops into a back-up Roller.  This takes time, so the player who suffered a wreck loses
one turn.  The back-up roller has the same MV stat as before, but because it is a back-up, it is one
AV point lower.  For example, a Brawler-class Roller is MV 4, AV 9.  If this becomes wrecked,
the new back-up Brawler-class Roller will be MV 4, AV 8.  If this were to be come wrecked, the
new back up will be MV 4, AV 7.  A Death Roller Racing team only has one primary Roller and
two back-ups.  If all three are wrecked, that racer is out for the game. 

When a roller becomes wrecked, roll a D6.  On a 1-3, place a wreck marker on the spot.  Treat
this as impassible terrain and any collisions with a wreck are the same as hitting a wall.  On a 4-6,
place an oil-slick token on the track.  Any Roller which hits an oil slick will skid and move in a
random direction.  Immediately move the Roller three squares (regardless of remaining movement
in the player’s turn) in the same manner as a player with Ball and Chain.  If a spinning out Death
Roller moves into a square occupied by another Death Roller, it will throw a block as it crashes
into the opposing roller.  Roll a D8 to determine the facing of the spinning roller and then throw
the appropriate block.  If the skidding player is knocked down for any reason, their movement
ends. If the Roller is still standing at the end of this move, roll a D8 to determine their final facing. 
Their movement turn is now over.

When a back-up racer is placed on the track, place them on the starting line in the square parallel
to starting square 1.  Their facing must be in the direction opposite to the direction they were
originally facing (i.e.  If, before they were wrecked, they were traveling counter-clockwise, they
are now driving the lab clockwise).

Standing Up.  
A player who’s model was knocked down may stand up in the normal fashion.  They must spend
three movement points and they may be faced in any direction.  Movement may then proceed as
normal.

Winning the Game
There are two ways to win Death Roller Racing either be first to complete 2 laps or be the last
Death Roller not a wreck. If you want to run a campaign then First place is rewarded with 5 SPP,
second with 3SPP and third with 1 SPP. Death Rollers also gain 2 SPP for each other Death
Roller they wreck through blocks either in their turn or as part of a chain push (but not fouls).



The Arena
Death Roller Racing takes place on a standard BB pitch modified as follows: the pitch is walled
along all the touchlines and the center of the pitch is also walled off providing a circuit 4 squares
wide for the racing to take place in. The start finish line is the LOS and grid slots are staggered as
above. When more than 6 Death Rollers taking part, continue the pattern and with less reduce the
available slots accordingly.

Rerolls
Each Death Roller starts the race with 2 Rerolls. Rerolls can be used with block dice (including
when blocking as part of a chain push) or when making an AG roll for GFI’s. Death Rollers also
gain a reroll as soon they cross the line to start their second lap.

The Second Lap
When a player crosses the finish line for the first lap, they must turn around.  The player must use
the remaining movement in their current turn or the first movements of their next turn to turn
around 180º and then go in the opposite direction.

Skills
The following skills are applied as in Blood Bowl (Bold skills only available on a double):
Pro, Jump Up, Side Step, Thick Skull, Sneaky Git, Sprint, Sure Feet, Block, Dauntless, Dirty
Player, Fend, Mighty Blow, Piling On, Frenzy

Applied with modification:
Stand Firm (as described in these rules). Juggernaut (as described in these rules).  Tackle (of
limited use no TZ in Death Roller Racing).  Dodge (only in regards to the defender stumbles
results on block dice)

Stat increases may be taken following the rules as detailed in the LRB. No other skills may be
taken.

Death Roller Racers
There are essentially two classes of Death Roller Racers, Brawlers and Tunnel Runners.  Their
stats are given below.  When a player begins, they choose one class of Roller.  Any back-up
rollers they may have are also from this class (just with lower AV)

Brawler Death Roller

MV ST AG AV

4 7 1 9

Skills Dirty Player, Juggernaut, Mighty Blow,
Stand Firm



Tunnel Runner Death Roller

MV ST AG AV

5 7 1 8

Skills Dirty Player, Juggernaut, Mighty Blow,
Stand Firm

Optional Rules - These rules are Optional and Experimental. Use at your own risk

Hazards
Everyone loves a winner, but let’s be honest, fans watch Death Roller Racer for the crashes. 
Hazards are little extras that course managers place on their tracks to make the races more
exciting.  A list of hazards is given below

Walls and Pillars - Walls and pillars are permanent, immobile terrain.  If a Roller strikes a pillar
or wall, their movement immediately ends and make an armor roll at +1 as if a Roller was pushed
into a wall.  Bombs will bounce off walls and pillars D3 squares using the crowd throw-in
template.

Soft Walls - Soft walls may be driven through.  Make a normal armor roll for a Roller moving
through a soft wall.  If armor is broken, make an injury roll as normal.  If armor is not broken, the
Roller may continue to move as normal.  In either case, the soft wall is removed for that square.

Oil Slicks - sometimes tracks come pre-prepared with oil slicks.  Any Roller which hits an oil
slick will skid and move in a random direction.  Immediately move the Roller three squares
(regardless of remaining movement in the player’s turn) in the same manner as a player with Ball
and Chain.  If a spinning out Death Roller moves into a square occupied by another Death Roller,
it will throw a block as it crashes into the opposing roller.  Roll a D8 to determine the facing of
the spinning roller and then throw the appropriate block.  If the skidding player is knocked down
for any reason, their turn ends. If the Roller is still standing at the end of this move, roll a D8 to
determine their final facing.  Their movement turn is now over.

Spinners - when a Roller moves onto a spinner, roll a D8 and consult the scatter template.  The
roller is now facing that direction.  Move the roller one square in that direction.  This movement
point is free, even if the Roller was out of movement.  If the Roller hits a wall or pillar, make an
armor roll as if the Roller were pushed into a wall.  If the Roller strikes another Roller, throw a
block as normal with their current facing.

Goblin Bomb Chuckka - whenever a Roller crosses the half-way line, goblin fans with throw
bombs at the Rollers.  Because the Rollers are moving so fast and because they are thrown by
goblins, they bombs are inaccurate. Target the Roller as it moves onto the half way line and then
scatter the bomb three squares.  Any Roller on the final target square is knocked down and must
make an armor roll at +1.  Any roller in any of the eight surrounding squares is knocked down a
roll of 4+.  Bombs hitting terrain such as walls or pillars will bounce off D3 squared in the



direction indicated by the throw-in template.  If a bomb bounces off a pillar, the targeted player
gets to place the template (template placement must be in one of the two logical squares).  Bombs
thrown by Goblin Bomb Chuckkas cannot be caught or intercepted.

Power Squares - when a Roller moves onto a power square, roll 2D6 and consult the chart
below. 

Roll Effect

2 Bomb!  A bomb goes off on the power square.  The Roller is knocked down and any
roller in the surrounding squares is knocked down on a roll of 4+.  Make armor rolls
for any knocked down Roller at +1.  Apply injuries as normal.  A roller which is
wrecked on a power square will not leave a wreck marker or an oil slick. 

3 Acid - the Roller is -1 AV for the rest of the game. 

4 Toxic Fumes - The roller is -1 ST for the next D3 Turns. 

5 Glue - the Roller is -1 MV for the next D3 turns

6 Nothing Happens.  Boo.

7 Turbo - Move the Roller D3 squares in the same direction and facing as it was when
they entered the Power Square.  This movement is free.  If they strike another Roller,
they throw a block as normal.  If they strike a terrain piece, apply the results as
normal

8 Turbo - Move the Roller D3+2 squares as above

9 Armor Booster - the Roller gains +1 AV for the next D3+1 turns

10 Strength Booster - the Roller gains +1 ST for the next D3+1 turns

11 Speed Booster - the Roller gains +2 MV for the next D3+1 turns

12 Reroll - the player gains 1 bonus Reroll, or they may reroll on this chart.  The second
roll stands, regardless of effect.



Experimental Back-up Rollers - The back-up rollers may contain experimental designs which
aren’t quite up to speed.  When a back-up roller is needed, roll 2D6 and consult the chart below

Roll

2 Power Steering - the steering mechanism is much improved.  The Roller now has
the Sidestep skill

3 Gyrostabilizers - the Roller has experimental stabilizers.  The Roller gains the Jump
Up skill.  However, every time this is used, roll a D4.  On a roll of 1-3, the stabilizers
burn out and are no longer functional.

4 Hydrolic Jacks - the Roller possesses the Leap skill and landings are made at a 5+. 
Not very accurate, but it is still fun

5-9 Nothing - no mods.  Sorry

10 Extra Armor - the Roller has +1 AV

11 Bombardier - Once per game, the Roller may toss a bomb at a square they can see
as if they had the Hail Mary Pass skill.

12 Warpstone Roller - motor running the Death Roller has been enhanced with
warpstone.  Any turn, they may push the green button to activate the Warpstone
infusion.  They gain the Frenzy skill at +1 ST.  However, every turn that this button
is pushed, roll a D6.  On a 1, the Roller explodes and leaves behind an oil slick. 
Rollers in adjacent squares are knocked down as if by a bomb on a roll of 4+


